Differential Subsampling with Cartesian Ordering-MRA for Classifying Residual Treated Aneurysms


ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Differential Subsampling with Cartesian Ordering (DISCO), an ultrafast high-spatial-resolution head MRA, has been introduced. We aimed to determine the diagnostic performance of DISCO-MRA in grading residual aneurysm in comparison with TOF-MRA in patients with treated intracranial aneurysms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Patients with endovascular treatment and having undergone DISCO-MRA, TOF-MRA, and DSA were included for review. The voxel size and acquisition time were 0.75 × 0.75 × 1 mm³/6 seconds for DISCO-MRA and 0.6 × 0.6 × 1 mm³/6 minutes for TOF-MRA. Residual aneurysms were determined using the Modified Raymond-Roy Classification on TOF-MRA and DISCO-MRA by 2 neuroradiologists independently and were compared against DSA as the reference standard. Statistical analysis was performed using the κ statistic and the χ² test.

RESULTS: Sixty-eight treated intracranial aneurysms were included. The intermodality agreement was κ = 0.82 (95% CI, 0.67–0.97) between DISCO and DSA and 0.44 (95% CI, 0.28–0.61) between DISCO and TOF. Modified Raymond-Roy Classification scores matched DSA scores in 60/68 cases (88%; χ² = 144.4, P < .001) for DISCO and 46/68 cases (68%; χ² = 65.0, P < .001) for TOF. The diagnostic accuracy for the detection of aneurysm remnants was higher for DISCO (0.96; 95% CI, 0.88–0.99) than for TOF (0.79; 95% CI, 0.68–0.88).

CONCLUSIONS: In patients with endovascularly treated intracranial aneurysms, DISCO-MRA provides superior diagnostic performance in comparison with TOF-MRA in delineating residual aneurysms in a fraction of the time.

ABBREVIATIONS: ARC = Autocalibrating Reconstruction for Cartesian; CE = contrast-enhanced; DISCO = Differential Subsampling with Cartesian Ordering; EVT = endovascular treatment; IA = intracranial aneurysm; IQR = interquartile range; MRRC = Modified Raymond-Roy Classification; NPV = negative predictive value; PPV = positive predictive value

Endovascular treatment (EVT) is considered the primary strategy for intracranial aneurysms (IAs) in most cases in many institutions, with lower morbidity and mortality compared with microsurgical clipping for most aneurysms.\(^1,2\)

However, subtotal occlusion or recanalization has been raised as a limitation of EVT, with reports of up to 20% of patients demonstrating deterioration in occlusion status on follow-up imaging.\(^3,5\)

Therefore, noninvasive imaging such as CTA or MRA is commonly used in the serial follow-up of these patients, and while there is no universally accepted strategy, the frequency and type of imaging used should be balanced against patient safety and cost.\(^6\)

For institutions that use MRA for follow-up of patients with treated aneurysms, both TOF-MRA and contrast-enhanced MRA (CE-MRA) can be used, each with some benefits and drawbacks. During the past 2 decades, there has been an increasing evolution of CE-MRA techniques, with improved diagnostic performance, which was achieved, at least partly, via the introduction of fast imaging tools such as Generalized Autocalibrating Partially Parallel Acquisition or Autocalibrating Reconstruction for Cartesian (ARC) imaging and a variety of k-space undersampling schemes.\(^7–11\)

An ultrafast, high-spatiotemporal-resolution CE-MRA, using Differential Subsampling with Cartesian Ordering (DISCO) has been introduced for the depiction of IAs.\(^12\) In this study, we aimed to assess the diagnostic accuracy of DISCO-MRA in treated aneurysms and to classify aneurysm occlusion in a comparative analysis with TOF-MRA, with DSA as the reference standard.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients

This retrospective review of prospectively collected data was approved by the Mount Sinai Hospital Institutional Review Board. Patients with IAs who presented between January 2016 and January 2019 were reviewed and included if they had an aneurysm treated by EVT and had follow-up DSA and MRA after treatment.

Image Acquisition

CE-MRA and TOF-MRA were concurrently performed in all patients on a 3T MR imaging system (Discovery MR750; GE Healthcare) using an 8-channel head coil for signal reception.

For CE-MRA, a single-echo 3D radiofrequency-spoiled gradient-echo sequence was used with the following parameters: TR/TE = 3.7/1.4 ms; flip angle = 12°; matrix = 320 × 256 mm²; FOV = 240 × 192 mm²; 160 slices × 1.0 mm thick. The DISCO k-space segmentation scheme using pseudorandom variable-density k-space segmentation and a view-sharing reconstruction was applied, in addition to ARC with an acceleration factor of 2 in both phase-encoding and section-encoding directions. With these settings, a 3D volume with voxel sizes of 0.75 × 0.75 × 1 mm³ was obtained covering the entire head in a 6-second acquisition. A timing bolus was used to determine the contrast transit time to the intracranial carotid bifurcation during a 30-second image acquisition. A total of 0.05 mmol/kg of gadolinium was injected at 1.5 mL/s to perform CE-MRA.

Multislab TOF-MRA was performed with 6 axial slabs of 32 slices per slab, each 1 mm thick with the following parameters: TR/TE = 20/5.7 ms; flip angle = 20°; matrix = 320 × 296 mm²; FOV = 180 × 180 mm²; and ARC = 2 (phase-encoding), resulting in the acquisition of 3D voxel sizes of 0.6 × 0.6 × 1 mm³ during a 6-minute acquisition time.

DSA was performed via transfemoral access and by selective catheterization of the ICA and/or the vertebral artery as appropriate and according to the aneurysm location. Images were obtained in the anteroposterior and lateral projections and in 2 oblique projections (−45° and +45°) for each catheterization. We used the following parameters: matrix = 1024 × 1024 mm; FOV = 17 cm, resulting in spatial resolution of 0.15 × 0.15 mm. The injected volume of contrast medium ranged between 3 and 5 mL per injection. Additional 3D rotational projections were obtained for challenging cases and based on the interventionists’ judgment at the time of the procedure in 17 patients (25%).

Image Analysis

The aneurysm occlusion status was evaluated using the Modified Raymond-Roy Classification (MRRC): class I = complete obliteration; II = residual neck; IIIa = contrast opacification within the coil interstices of a residual aneurysm; or IIIb = contrast opacification outside the coil interstices along the residual aneurysm wall.

Image analysis was performed independently by 2 board-certified neuroradiologists (K.N. and P.B. with 10 and 6 years of experience, respectively) who were blinded to DSA results. DISCO-MRAs and TOF-MRAs were analyzed in different reviewing sessions, and the studies were introduced in a random order to minimize recall bias. All-source MRA data were available and reviewed on a commercially available 3D workstation (Vitrea software, Version 7.14; Vital Images) with 3D multiplanar reformations available. Disagreements in the grading of residual aneurysms were resolved by a consensus read, which was, in turn, used for comparative analysis against DSA. The aneurysm occlusion class on DSA was extracted from our aneurysm data registry, which is prospectively collected and updated as patients undergo treatment.

Statistical Analysis

Continuous data were presented as means with SDs or median with interquartile range (IQR), and categoric data were presented as absolute values with percentages. χ² statistic and 95% confidence intervals were calculated to determine both the interobserver and intermodality agreement. The χ² test was used to determine differences in MRRC matches between DISCO-MRA and TOF-MRA. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and accuracy of DISCO and TOF-MRA for the detection of aneurysm remnants were determined. Statistical analysis was performed on SPSS software (Version 27.0; IBM). A P value < .05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Sixty-eight treated IAs in 68 patients (59 women; mean age, 59.4 [SD, 11.4] years) were included for analysis (Table 1). Aneurysm locations included the anterior circulation (60/68, 88%) and posterior circulation (8/68, 12%; Table 1). The median time between the MRA and DSA was 99 days (IQR = 29–186 days), with DSA performed before MRA in most cases (47/68, 69%). The median time between endovascular treatment to the first follow-up examination (MRA or DSA) was 598 days (IQR, 567–186 days), with DSA availability 3D workstation (Vitrea software, Version 7.14; Vital Images) with 3D multiplanar reformations available. Disagreements in the grading of residual aneurysms were resolved by a consensus read, which was, in turn, used for comparative analysis against DSA. The aneurysm occlusion class on DSA was extracted from our aneurysm data registry, which is prospectively collected and updated as patients undergo treatment.

Statistical Analysis

Continuous data were presented as means with SDs or median with interquartile range (IQR), and categoric data were presented as absolute values with percentages. χ² statistic and 95% confidence intervals were calculated to determine both the interobserver and intermodality agreement. The χ² test was used to determine differences in MRRC matches between DISCO-MRA and TOF-MRA. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and accuracy of DISCO and TOF-MRA for the detection of aneurysm remnants were determined. Statistical analysis was performed on SPSS software (Version 27.0; IBM). A P value < .05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Sixty-eight treated IAs in 68 patients (59 women; mean age, 59.4 [SD, 11.4] years) were included for analysis (Table 1). Aneurysm locations included the anterior circulation (60/68, 88%) and posterior circulation (8/68, 12%; Table 1). The median time between the MRA and DSA was 99 days (IQR = 29–186 days), with DSA performed before MRA in most cases (47/68, 69%). The median time between endovascular treatment to the first follow-up examination (MRA or DSA) was 598 days (IQR, 567–622 days).

The interobserver agreement for the MRRC of aneurysms was near-identical for DISCO-MRA and TOF-MRA (κ = 0.61; 95% CI, 0.45–0.77 for DISCO-MRA and κ = 0.63; 95% CI, 0.44–0.81 for TOF-MRA). The intermodality agreement for the MRRC was higher between DISCO and DSA (κ = 0.82; 95% CI, 0.67–0.97) than between TOF and DSA (κ = 0.44; 95% CI, 0.28–0.61).

Analysis of the MRRC revealed a higher number of class matches between the DISCO and TOF-MRA evaluations (60/68, 88%; χ² = 144.4, P < .001) compared with TOF and DSA (46/68, 68%; χ² = 65.0, P < .001) (Table 2).

Among 33 completely occluded treated aneurysms (MRRC I), 32 (97%) were correctly identified by both DISCO and TOF-MRA.
However, class matches for recanalized IAS (MRRC II–IV) against DSA were 28/35 (80%) for DISCO-MRA and 14/35 (40%) for TOF-MRA (Table 2). In particular, among patients with higher grade remnants (MRRC IIIa/IIIb, n = 15), 13 (86%) remnants were correctly identified on DISCO-MRA, while only 5 (33%) were identified on TOF-MRA. Examples of aneurysm recanalization seen on TOF-MRA and DISCO-MRA in comparison with DSA are shown in Figs 1 and 2.

The diagnostic accuracy of DISCO-MRA was higher than that of TOF-MRA for the detection of aneurysm remnants (MRRC II–IIIb; Online Supplemental Data). The specificity and PPV were comparable between the modalities (equal low false-positive counts), with the sensitivity and NPV of DISCO-MRA being higher than that of TOF-MRA (Online Supplemental Data).

In a subgroup analysis comparing aneurysms that were treated with stents versus no stents, similar results were identified, with the specificity and PPV being comparable, while the sensitivity and NPV were substantially higher in DISCO-MRA versus TOF-MRA (Online Supplemental Data). Figure 3 shows an example of an aneurysm treated by a stent; the higher grade of the aneurysm remnant was correctly identified by DISCO-MRA.

The sensitivity and NPV in patients treated with stents were 100% and 100%, respectively, for DISCO-MRA in comparison with 63% and 74% for TOF-MRA. In the stented subgroup, a total of 13 aneurysm remnants were misclassified by TOF-MRA versus 3 by DISCO-MRA. The breakdown of aneurysm-remnant misclassification in this group for TOF-MRA versus DISCO-MRA was the following: grade I (1 versus 1), grade II (5 versus 0), grade IIIa (4 versus 2), and grade IIIb (3 versus 0).

In the absence of stent placement, the sensitivity and NPV were 89% and 88% for DISCO in comparison with 63% and 68% for TOF-MRA (Online Supplemental Data). In the nonstented subgroup, a total of 9 aneurysm remnants were misclassified by TOF-MRA versus 5 misclassified by DISCO-MRA. The breakdown of aneurysm-remnant misclassification in this group for TOF-MRA versus DISCO-MRA was the following: grade II (6 versus 5), grade IIIa (1 versus 0), and grade IIIb (2 versus 0).

### DISCUSSION

Results showed that in patients with IAs treated by EVT, ultrafast, high-spatial-resolution CE-MRA achieved by DISCO outperformed TOF-MRA compared with the conventional standard for the evaluation of residual aneurysms. DISCO-MRA had higher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DSA</th>
<th>DISCO-MRA</th>
<th>TOF-MRA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>32 1 0 0 33 (49)</td>
<td>32 1 0 0 33 (49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>2 15 3 0 20 (29)</td>
<td>11 9 0 0 20 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIa</td>
<td>0 2 6 0 8 (12)</td>
<td>1 4 3 0 8 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIb</td>
<td>0 0 0 7 7 (10)</td>
<td>1 4 0 2 7 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34 (50) 18 (26) 9 (13) 7 (10) 68 (100)</td>
<td>45 (66) 18 (26) 3 (4) 2 (3) 68 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are presented as counts with percentages in parenthesis.*
accuracy and agreement with DSA than TOF-MRA and was performed in a fraction of the time.

The specificity and PPV were similar between DISCO and TOF-MRA (>90%), and the sensitivity and NPV were markedly lower for TOF-MRA for the detection of aneurysm remnants. When there was no remnant (MRRC I), both DISCO and TOF-MRA correctly identified the MRRC in most cases (97% for both). We showed that the difference in class matches was most pronounced for the higher classes, particularly class III. The MRRC highlights the importance of differentiating between class IIIa and IIIb because the latter has a higher risk of incomplete occlusion, recanalization, and possibly rupture. Therefore, underestimating class III aneurysms, as was more common with TOF-MRA in our study (10 for TOF-MRA compared with 2 for DISCO-MRA) could prove to be a critical limitation of TOF-MRA in identifying higher class residuals. Our subanalysis revealed a higher proportion of aneurysm-remnant misclassification via TOF-MRA in patients treated with stents (13 versus 3 by DISCO-MRA) in comparison with 9 versus 5 in patients treated without stents.

The superior accuracy of DISCO-MRA compared with TOF-MRA, paired with its shorter acquisition time, makes it an attractive alternative for routine follow-up of endovascularly treated IAs. Shorter acquisition times can facilitate the examination of patients with claustrophobia, decrease the likelihood of a motion artifact–degraded study (Fig 4), and improve throughput. In comparison with conventional CE-MRA techniques, DISCO-MRA provides substantially faster acquisition time over a large FOV (whole-head coverage) without compromising image quality, which has traditionally been a concern with ultrafast MR imaging protocols. One clear limitation of DISCO-MRA is the requirement for the administration of gadolinium-based contrast, with a small risk of an allergic reaction or other unwanted adverse effects, especially given recent concerns for tissue deposition. However, the superior diagnostic performance in identifying higher class residuals may outweigh this risk. One way to mitigate the concerns about long-term and repetitive use of gadolinium injection would be to adopt a hybrid protocol of performing CE-MRA for the first 2 years, when the risk of recanalization is highest, and then switching to TOF-MRA or alternative follow-up examinations. Never noncontrast MRA techniques have also been developed such as Silent MRA and pointwise encoding time reduction with radial acquisition MRA, with promising results in the detection of residual aneurysms.

Also, although contrast administration can increase the cost compared with non-contrast-enhanced studies (TOF-MRA) on an individual level, the ultrafast protocol used allows streamlined workflow, potentially decreasing the long-term cost to an institution.

Our study has several limitations. Our sample size is relatively small. The retrospective nature introduces unknown bias. The inherent difference in spatial resolution between DISCO-MRA and TOF-MRA can limit reliable comparisons. 3D DSA was only performed in a selected group of challenging cases (n = 17), while 2D DSA, as a less ideal reference, was used in the remainder of prior reports, with the higher false-negative rate in TOF-MRA attributed to flow-related disturbance in the presence of flow-diverting stents or slow flow associated with coil embolization, despite residual/recanalized aneurysms. Our subanalysis revealed a higher proportion of aneurysm-remnant misclassification via TOF-MRA in patients treated with stents (13 versus 3 by DISCO-MRA) in comparison with 9 versus 5 in patients treated without stents.
patients. The time differences (median: 99 days) between MRA examinations and DSA as the criterion standard were another limitation. It is plausible that aneurysm-occlusion grading has undergone some interval change, introducing variability in comparative analysis between DSA and MRA. However, this potential interval change in aneurysm residuals should have a modest effect in comparisons between TOF- and DISCO-MRA because they were obtained at the same time.

Another limitation is that MRRC was originally presented as a classification system for treated IAs assessed by DSA, and to the authors’ knowledge, only 1 study has validated its use in MRA to date. However, our study did not aim to prove the prognostic value of MRA, only to strictly prove the anatomic accuracy of DISCO-MRA compared with TOF-MRA, which aligns with the original intent of the unmodified Raymond-Roy occlusion classification to anatomically classify treated aneurysms. Future studies should look at the prognostic value of the MRRC evaluated by MRA, including using the DISCO scheme in a larger sample size.

**CONCLUSIONS**

3T DISCO-MRA outperforms TOF-MRA with respect to accuracy and speed, with increased concordance to conventional DSA for the evaluation and grading of residual IAs after EVT. This technique may be of value in the follow-up evaluation of treated IAs.

Disclosures provided by the authors are available with the full text and PDF of this article at www.ajnr.org.
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